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Tons of concrete: Spesa remediates Innerstetal bridge in record 
time  
 
Hildesheim, Germany – On December 6, 2021, in just one day, SPESA Spezialbau und 
Sanierung GmbH completed concreting work for superstructures of the second 
construction section of the Innerstetal bridge, on the A7 highway in the direction of 
Hanover near Holle. To accomplish this, 23 concrete mixers and four enormous concrete 
pumps ran at full speed without interruption. Working tirelessly in two shifts, 70 workers 
moved approximately 100 m3 of concrete per hour over a distance of 150 m – a real feat of 
strength.  
 
The necessary concreting work started in the central span of the bridge, from the load-
bearing elements of the structure up to the outer base of the roadway slab. After that, the 
team used the concrete pumps to work from the abutments toward the central span. This 
step also included construction of the final crossbeams, which will later accommodate the 
roadway expansion joints and support the roadway slab. Upon completion of the load-
bearing elements of the bridge, concreting work for the roadways was carried out. 
Vibrators were used to seal the inserted concrete. Once the surface of the roadway slabs 
was sufficiently hardened it was smoothed, in some places by machine and in others 
manually. “In total, 300 loads were required for 2,625 m3 of concrete,” explains Herbert 
Gerrads, Authorized Representative of SPESA Spezialbau und Sanierung GmbH, who 
was on site on December 6. In August 2020, a similar quantity was already brought in for 
the roadway in the direction of Kassel. As a result, approximately 5,000 m3 of concrete 
was installed for the two construction sections within a short period of time. “This alone 
makes the site unique and tops any project I have supervised before during my 24-year 
career in bridge construction,” emphasizes Site Manager Björn Gorsboth from SPESA 
Spezialbau und Sanierung GmbH. “The scale of this project meant that coordination was 
far from easy. We needed to ensure that all equipment, materials and people arrived at the 
right place at the right time without any idle time.” 
 
The site environment was also challenging: Because the bridge spans a nature reserve, 
the area available for site installation was restricted. This meant that limited space was 
available for the extensive work and interim storage of required materials. In particular the 
demolition and support frame for the central section of the bridge, with a span of 50 m, and 
the actual demolition of the old bridge structure in early 2020 required extreme caution and 
precision.  
 
But these challenges were not a problem for Björn Gorsboth and his team. On the 
contrary: “Our work is proceeding well. Thanks to perfect planning, smooth progress and 
exemplary teamwork, we expect to actually shorten the construction time by three 
months,” he proudly reports. In the next work step, bracing work is now being carried out 
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on the bridge. This will give the concrete additional stability and secure it in its final 
position. In addition, the superstructure will be stripped and the area next to the guardrail 
will be cased and concreted. After 35 months, the work executed by Spesa is anticipated 
to conclude in May 2022, allowing the Innerstetal bridge to reopen for traffic in December 
2022.  
 
Upon completion, only one refurbished bridge will remain for the public. But this is a truly 
special structure for everyone who has been involved in the project. “Each individual 
section has its own story and memories for me and many others,” concludes Björn 
Gorsboth.  
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(1) A feat of strength: Concreting work for the superstructures of the second construction 
section of the Innerstetal bridge was carried out in just one day.  
 
 

 
(2) A total of 2,625 m3 of concrete was required. 
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(2) Placing of concrete in front of the vibrating beam for construction of the concrete 
surface. 
 

 
(2) Working in two shifts, 70 workers moved approximately 100 m3 of concrete per hour 
over a distance of 150 m.  
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About BAUER Resources Group 
The regionally organized BAUER Resources GmbH is aligned to projects around the world with its subsidiaries 
in Germany, Africa, the Middle East and South America and has extensive expertise in the areas of drilling 
services and water wells, environmental services, constructed wetlands, mining and rehabilitation. With more 
than 30 years of experience, BAUER Resources GmbH's Bauer Umwelt business division is one of the leading 
specialists in site remediation, soil remediation and waste disposal, both in the domestic market and 
internationally. As an expert in pollution reduction, Bauer Umwelt offers a diverse range of services for all 
environmental issues. Other companies of the BAUER Resources Group are the GERMAN WATER and 
ENERGY GROUP (GWE) – manufacturers of pioneering products and developers of integrated applications 
for well-drilling and geothermal – as well as SPESA Spezialbau und Sanierung GmbH and the Site Group for 
Services and Well Drilling Ltd. in Jordan. More at bre.bauer.de 
 
About Bauer  
The BAUER Group is a leading provider of services, equipment and products dealing with ground and 
groundwater. With over 110 subsidiaries, Bauer can rely on a worldwide network on all continents. The 
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Group’s operations are divided into three forward-looking segments with high synergy potential: Construction, 
Equipment and Resources. Bauer profits enormously from the collaboration of its three business segments, 
enabling the Group to position itself as an innovative, highly specialized provider of products and services for 
demanding projects in specialist foundation engineering and related markets. Bauer therefore offers suitable 
solutions to the world’s greatest challenges, such as urbanization, the growing infrastructure needs, the 
environment, as well as water, oil and gas. The BAUER Group was founded in 1790 and is based in 
Schrobenhausen, Bavaria. In 2020, it employed about 11,000 people in around 70 countries and achieved total 
Group revenues of EUR 1.5 billion. BAUER Aktiengesellschaft is listed in the Prime Standard of the German 
Stock Exchange. More information can be found at www.bauer.de. Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn and 
YouTube! 
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